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October 6, 1982

MEMORANDUM FOR: James E. Foster, Acting Director, Office of Investigations
Chicago Field Office

FROM Wayne D. Shafer Chief. Section 2. Midland

SUBJECT MARY SINCLAIR'.S INTERROGATORIES ON CONTENTIONS 6,
8, AND 16 (MIDLAND)-

Attached is a copy of Ms. Sinclair's latest interrogatories dealing with
QA at Midland. You will note however, many of these questions are
related to the investigations that have been or vill be conducted by
your staff.

On the lef t hand margin I have tried to identify where OI input vill
be uceded. Please get back to me if you disagree.

I have also been lufurmed by NRR that these interrogatories need not be
* responded to un'il after your investigation of Zack is completed and
as you know, we have tentative 1) scheduled this completion for January,
1983. For the sake of tracking, however.1 am placing this input
request on the AITS with a planned completion date of January 15. 1983.

Should you have any questions regarding this correspondence please
contact me.

x

l,(,,), p S &, M
Wayne-D. Sha er, Chief
Section 2, Midland

Attachment: As stated

cc w/o attachment:
R. F. Warnick
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In the Matter oft ) +

) Docket No. 50-329
50-330CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY, ) -

) .

t(Midland plant, Units 1 and 2)) Operating License

INTERVENOR MARY SINCLAIR'S INTZRROGATORIES .
'

TO THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION STAFF-
,

ON CONTENTIONS 6, _8, AND 16<

During the conference call on August 20, 1982, the Board ,

set September 20, 1982, as the date by which interrogatories

on the Zack issues were to be completed. Intervonor Mary

Sine)11r submits the following interrpgatories concerning her

Contention Nos. 6, 8 and 16.
~

INSTRUCTIONE FOR USE

The following interrogatories are to be answered in

writing and'under oath by an employee, representative or agent

of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission with personal knowledge

of the facts or information requested in each= interrogatory.

The followi::g definitions. shall apply to these interrogatories:
.

1. " Document" shall mean any written or-graphic-matter
_ _

of communication, however produced or reproduced, and is

intended to be comprehensive and include without limitation

any and all correspondence, letters, telegrams, agreements,
_

no; ,s, contracts , instructions , reports ,_ demands , memoranda,
_

os u , cchedules, notices, work pancrs, recordings, whether

electronic or by other means, computer data, computer print-outs,
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photographs, microfilm, microfiche, charts, analyses, intra-corporate

or intra-office communications, notebooks, diaries, sketches,

diagrams, forms, manuals, brochures, lists, pubitcations, draft's,

j telephone minutes, minutes of meetings, statoms.cr, calendars,

journals, orders, confirmations and all other written or
,

graphic materials of any nature whatsoever, ,

2. "I,dentify" shall mean with respect to any document,,
to state the following respecting the documents its titic,< . ,

5 its date, the author of the document, the person-to whom the

document was sent, all persons who received or reviewed the

document, the substance and nature of the document, and the

present custodian of the document and of any and all copies
'

of the document.
.

3. " Identify" with respect to any action or.cond0ct
. .

,

shall mean state -he following regarding any such action or

; conduct: the person or persons proposing and taking such action;
,

the date such action was proposed and/or taken; all persons
s

with knowledge or information about such action; the purpose
'

or proposed effect of such action; an'y document recording or

documenting such action.
,

4. " Describe" with respect to any action or matter shall

mean state the following regarding such action or matter: the
~

substance or nature of such achion or matter; the-persons '

ptrticipating in or having knowledge of such action or matter;

the current and past business positions and addresses of such

persons; the existence and location of any and all documents

relating to such action or matter.

1
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INTERROGATORIES

1. Describe any information, problems,. allegations, or

documents provided to the NRC by Dean Dartcy from 1980 to the
'present.

2. Describe any official or unofficial response or

C. action taken by the NRC in response to information provided

to the NRC by Mr. Dartcy.
.

3. Describe any action taken by Consumers Power _ Company

ht (" Consumers")' in f tsponse to Mr. Dartcy's disclosures or to

actions taken by the NRC from 1980 up to the present.

4. Identify all documents provided to the NRC by

(I- Mr. Dartey that demonstrate or substantiate the allegations

he made about prcblems at Midland. 1

()$1' 5. Identify all documents inspected or collected by-.
,

the NRC to investigate Mr. Dartcy's allegations.
,

(;,;[[ 6. Describe what investigation if any the NRC made of -

Mr. Dartcy's allegations of problems at Midland and identify any
i

report on the investigation.
'

7. Describe any action ~taken by the NRC to. remedy the
skc&, w

retaliation taken against Mr. Dartey. Under what authority did

the NRC chose to act or not to act to remedy such retaliation?

8. Identify any conclusions the NRC reached-after
) .77

investigating Mr. Dartey's allegations if not contained in

its investinative report and findings.

g,gf( 9. Describe any correctivo actions the NRC recommended

or rspdred at Midland af ter _ its investigation into Mr. Dartey's

allegations or charges of probicas.
.
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10. From 1980 to May 3, 1982, describe any other report

of problems or allegations of problems reported to the NRC

gr by any person concerning deficiencies in the QA program'at

( Midland,. including but not limited to allegations about improper

procurements improper document control; improper control of

material, equipment or services purchased from vendors;

improper inspection or handling of nonconforming materials;

improper, deficient, or insufficient audits; or improper

documentation or documentation systems._ Regarding-each such

alJegation, state whether or not the allegation or information

was disclosed prior to disclosure to the NRC to Consumers,

the Bechtel Power Corporation ("Bechtcl") or to any Consumers'
Ior Bechtel contractor.

dg 11. Describe any action or investigation by the NRC in
'

response to the a*. legations listed in Interrogatory No. 10

above.

12. Describe any action taken by consumers in. response
CeD either to disclosure of any such allegation listed-in Interrogatory

(g \y
_

W
f No.10 above, or in response to a requirement or response of

,

the NRC to such allegations.
,

13. Describe any and all URC records or documentation

1 hw of Mr. Howard's allegations of deficiencies in the OA
CI

progre.m at Zack and at Midland.
,

14. Identify all documents Mr. Howard gave *3 the NRC to-

h subctantiate or explain his allegations of deficiencies in the

(E QA program at Zack and at Midland.

i:
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15. Describe the scope of the NBC investigation of -

W
' I deficiencies at Hidland, including but not limited to the

Jt.

g scope of its investigation of problems with OA documentation;

problems in the approved vendor lists; problems with harassment,

intimidation and retaliation against employees disclosing

deficiencies in the OA program; and inadequate training

of QA personnel.2

,

16. Describe any and all documents reviewed by the NRC
d#(f ' relating to allegations and charges of deficiencies in the

OA program at Midland and in Zach.

3y 17. Describe what if any conclusions the NRC has reached

C6 about deficiencies in the QA program at Midland, including but
%-

h not limited to conclusions about retiliation against Zack and

other employees at the Midland site; deficiencies in OA

documentations de.ficiencies in approving vendo's for ther

approved vendors list deficiencies in ensuring materials

conform to Consumers' and Bechtel specifications and to all

NRC requirements. '

18. Identify what if any action the NRC has taken orj

[6 ( intends to take to remedy or respond to the findings listed
in Interrogatory No.17 above.

19. Describe any and all documents or oral communi mtion-
.jd

received by the NRC from May 1980 to the present, fromg

Ce 9.c
4\re Conse.ers, regarding 53eficiencies in the QA program in Midland.

20. Describe any and all documents or oral communications

l'. roccived by the NRC from May 1980 to the present from

'

Bechts regarding deficiencies in the OA program at Midland.'

.
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Y 21. Describe any and all documents or oral communicationt h\p

received by the NRC from May 1980 to the present from the #g'$.

Zack Company or any other contractor of Consumers or Bechtel

regarding deficiencies in the OA program at Midland.

22. Describe all corrective actions taken by Consumers,
C <

Bechtel, Zack, or any Consumers' or Bechtel contractor to

remedy the problems raised by Mr. Ilovard in his affidavit.
,

4 23. Describe all information the NRC currently possesses.

[concerningtheZackCompany'spurchasesofsteelfromU.S. Steel

Y for 26 purchase orders at three plant sites including Midland,
O

referred to in Mr. Iloward's affidavit.
.

24. Describe all information the NRC currently poscesses
I about the Delta screw Company and an) other vendor who wasO

placed or maintained on the approved vendor list even though

it did not comply with applicable FRC requirements.

25. Describe all information the NRC currently possesses
C about the December 21, 1982, letter from Bechtel to Zack that

labeled reported deficiencies as " paperwork problems" as

referenced in PJ. Howard's affidavit.
g 26. Describe all information the NRC currently possesses

about the Zack Ccepany's report on OA deficiencies at Midland,

in:1uding but not limited to the report reviewed by Mr. Howard

on :;ovmober 30, 1981, and the Calkins report received by

Mr. Howard on Novembe'r 30, 1981, describing the OA program

breakdown, both referenced in Mr. Howard's affidavit.
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27. Describu all information the 11RC currently possesses |
'

/ about Mr. Iloward and other Zack employees' reports to Zack i

management about nonconformance of materials delivered toi 4

the site or deficiencies in the' approved' vendor li,sts.
,!

/ 28. Describe all information the flRC currently possesses

QY1

i about the 1:ovember 5, 1980, Bechtel letter to Zack referenced in ,

]
>

Mr. Howard's. affidavit. j

29. Describe all information the NRC-currently possesses,

about the September 1981 letter from Zack to U.S. Steel

f describing a " serious misunderstanding" regarding purchases
1

; of steel for 26 purchase orders at three sites, including
!

Midland, referenced in Mr. lioward's affidavit.
, ,

| [ 30. Describe all information under the custody or control-

) A of the NRC concerning the inadequacy of training of Zach,

Bechtel or Consumers' pe'rsonnel.
^

'

,

" 31. Describe all information the NRC currently possesses

concerning the !PQAD allegation system.

' 32. Describe all information the NRC currently possesses

| OI about alleged retaliation taken against Mr. Howard because
<

of the allegations he has made.

] 33. Describe the NRC Staff position with respect to

Sinclair Contention 6. In addition to stating whether or not

j the staff will support or oppose this contention, identify
i '

all documents upon which the NRC Staff intends to rely and
-

any facts or opinions"which support the Staff position.'

;

r
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Contention No. 8 *

34. Describe any and all information the NRC currently

has obtained about the failure of shop records to match OA

records at the Midland site. Identify any and all documents,
,

relating to these failures or deficiencies.

g 35. Identify all NRC requirements violated by such

d failure of shop records to match OA records, as described
' "

in response to-Interrogatory No. 33 above.

36. Identify any and all conclusions the NRC has reached
of
bgd

concerning the failure of shop records to. match QA records,

and any action or intended action of the NRC in response to-

such failures.

37. Identify any corrective acgion taken either by
W[w ~(Consumers, Bechtel, Zack or,any other contractor to remedy

,

4 the failure of sh:p records to match QA reccrds.

< 38. Identif" all instances of which the NRC is aware
C ~

@p in which Zack has failed to file required reports on welds,
welder qualifications, or welding procedures. Tdentify all

documents relating to such failures, and any NRC requirements-

which are violated by such failures.

/ 39. Identify all instances of which the NRC is_ aware

in which Zack has filed erroneous or falsified reports on

welds, wolder qualifications or welding procedures. Identifyr

all documents relatiqg to these failures and any NRC requirements _ ,

which are violated by such failures.

g 40. Identify what if any corrective action the NRC has

ordered or intends to order regarding the fallures listed in

Interrogatories Nos. 38 and 39 above.

=
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41. Describe any allegations received by the NRC from
; ,

,

1978 to the present_regarding failure of shop records toi

match QA reco'ds at Midland. Identify'all documents relatingj r

i

to these allegations.

42. Describe any corrective actions ordered by the NRC'

y or taken by consumers, Bechtel, Zack or-any other contractor

| at Midland to remedy any. failure listed in Interrogatory No. 41
*

j above.

i Identify all documents relating to'ruch corrective action,

f/ 43. Describe NRC procedures from 1979 to the present

| D to monitor or check whether Zack and other contractors at the Midland

3 site have compiled with NRC requirements, including' the CA record -
!

keeping requirements. g

44. State the NRC's position.with-respect to Coniention-8.
;

! /

In addition-to sta. ting whether or not the NRC Staff supports1

;

or opposes this contention, identify all documents upon.which
,

~ p
the NRC Staff intends to rely, and all' facts and opinions which

:
4 support its position. .

.

4' Contention No. 16,

; P( 45. Describe all information the NRC currently has.about

Y$,

| welders who are unqualified to do fabrication welds at Midland.
, t,

orwhosequalificationsarenotiverifiedfor_fabricablonwelds.
Identify all documents relating to such welders.

,

4/._ pescribe all NRC requirements violated by, welders

d
[$ uho are unqualified or whose qualifications are unverified
_h to do fabrication welds.

L
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47. Describe the number and location of all welds

Y potentially affected by such uncualified welders. State

@
whether or not each weld is currently accessible for inspection

and/or rework.

48. State the NRC's position with respect to those welds
j

h hich may be affected by unverified welder qualifications but
:

are no longer accessible for inspection or rework.2

, e

49. State the NRC's position with respect to those velds
,

() which are currently available for inspection and/or rework.

50. State the NRC's position with respect to Contention 16.

In addition to stating whether or not the'!1RC Staff supports-

o or opposes this contention, identify all documents upon which

.

the NRC Staff intends to rely, and all facts and opinions which

! support that position. ,
c' 51. Descrite any other reports received by the NRC

frcm 1979 to the present about unqualified welders or welders-

whose qualificatiens were unverified.

52. Describe any investigation or action taken by the--

g <

[NRCinresponsetothePart21reportreferencedin-Contention 16,> P

and all tonclusicas reached by the NRC about the problems

described in the report.
,

f' d 53. Describe any corrective action ordered or intended
0 q-

y to be ordered by the NRC with respect to the problem de, scribed
in' the Part 21 report;.

54. Describe any action or response by Consumers, Bechtel,

N.sf zach or any contractor at Midland to the problems outlinedG
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in the Part 21 report or to any NRC investigation or action

concerning this Part 21 report.

Respectfully submitted,

b .n (. d' f
Lee L. Bishop

!!ARMON & WEISS
1725 I Street, N.W.*

Suito 506 6

Washington, D.C. 20006 .

(202) 833-9070
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